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About David Yeabsley
David left school at 16 years old. His teachers never said about him,
“He could try harder.” He did try hard, very hard indeed, it’s just that
he wasn’t very academic at school. Apart from sport that is — he was
above average there, but he tried very hard at that too! If only he had
had the skill to match his effort and enthusiasm, he could have been
a professional sportsman.
Unfortunately, university wasn’t an option for David, which was a
shame — he would have loved to have gone; all that sport, that fun
and all those experiences.
So, David went through several jobs after school and he always tried
really hard. Some jobs he just didn’t enjoy and some he just wasn’t
suited to, but he loved the experiences, the people and the
challenges all the same.
Inspired by his grandmother (whom he firmly believes left this world
with absolutely no regrets) he made a key decision and followed his
passions. He set up his own training and coaching company helping
people in businesses to maximise their potential. He has loved every
minute of it and, over time, has become rather good at it.
He still prefers hands-on experience to academia and learning from
life’s experiences, and loves reading lots of books, attending
numerous conferences and watching countless videos on self
development and motivation.
David is great at learning from his own experiences and from those
of other people whom he encounters. He puts maximum effort and
enthusiasm into what he does and is extremely focused on making
the right things happen.
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This book is a reflection of his own learnings, thoughts, experiences
and ideas and how David is working toward his own Future Proofing
Journey.
Enjoy the journey of Future Proofing Yourself.

For more on David please see his:
Youtube Channel
https://www.youtube.com/user/MrYeabsley
LinkedIn Page
https://www.linkedin.com/in/davidyeabsley/
Websites
http://www.davidyeabsley.co.uk/
https://www.thepeopleanimators.com/
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Introduction

Introduction
This book is all about you. There is no them or they in this book. It’s
all about how you are going to look after yourself for the rest of your
working career. Along the way, you will come to recognise your
strengths. You will have honest conversations with yourself about the
areas for personal improvement and development in order to keep
yourself employable for the rest of your career.
So, ask yourself the question: “Do I invest enough time in my selfdevelopment?” Most of us will say “Not enough”, and come up with
various excuses and reasons as to why not.
These include excuses such as:


I don’t have time;



I’m far too busy;



My boss or company won’t invest in me;



I was going to but…

Today’s working environment is becoming increasingly challenging
and competitive. New technologies are being introduced so quickly
into our working environments and daily lives, that by the time you
will have read this page, somebody will have invented a new
technology to make everything quicker and easier. So, are you
keeping yourself up-to-date or are you being left behind?
Take a minute to reflect:


What will your business and industry look like in the next two
to five years? You may have plenty of skills and experience
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that you have gained over recent years, but will those skills
still be relevant over the coming years?


Are you able to keep pace with the relentless change in
technology or are you already being left behind?



Can you remain relevant to the younger generation? They
think more than one step ahead and are full of new and
innovative ideas to make our world turn faster and faster.

Like it or not, it’s the new reality.
You need to ensure that you have the right skills, attributes, and
mindset to keep yourself employable for however many working
years you have left before retirement.
Whatever your dreams and aspirations are now, how are you going
to pay for them all? The greatest investment you can make is in you.
Your personal development, your skills and your mindset. You have
made a great start in buying this book!
It is tough out there, but don’t despair, help is at hand as long as you:
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Have a plan



Can be honest with yourself



Work hard



Are totally motivated and organised



Constantly learn and develop yourself



Seek out new experiences and challenges



Make the right decisions and choices



Create the right future that best serves you

Introduction

Procrastination is not an option though!
The greatest investment you can make is in you…in your personal
development, your skills, and your mindset.
This book will help you develop all of those things.
Have you ever done any of the following?
Decided to be careful of what you eat or even decided to go on a diet?
Decided to do some exercise and get yourself fit by going to the gym,
running, walking or fitness classes?
Tidied up or cleared out certain rooms in your house or undertaken a
complete spring clean?
Decided it was time to get some financial planning advice, pensions,
mortgages or decide to start budgeting?
Cleared out your old clothes and invested in a new wardrobe?
However, when was the last time that you sat down and thought
about your self-development ? When was the last time you thought
about how you are going to keep yourself employable and enjoy the
rest of your working career?
Well, now is the time.
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Woody and Buzz
The concept of ‘Future Proofing Yourself’ can be nicely
demonstrated by the characters of the childrens’ animation film Toy
Story with the help of two of the key members of the cast, Woody
and Buzz.
Woody was cast as the leading character… or so he thought. He was
the best friend and trusted toy of a young boy called Andy. Woody
was Andy’s hero. They went everywhere together, fought battles
together, travelled together on family outings; wherever Andy
went, Woody also went. Woody would be by Andy’s side whenever
he needed him, for play or for comfort.
You could describe Woody’s attributes as reliable, dependable and
trustworthy, although he did have limited technical skills and his
vocabulary wasn’t much to shout about!
Andy had other toys, but they knew their place. Woody was
Number One and all the other toys held him in high-esteem. They
followed Woody and he was the leader and organiser in Andy’s
games. They were a great double act and partnership - Happy days!
Then suddenly one hot and sunny day, Woody’s world fell apart. It
was Andy’s birthday and out of nowhere came a new toy called ‘Buzz
Lightyear’. Andy had never seen anything quite like Buzz before. It
was love at first sight. Buzz was dynamic with new concepts and
features like no other toy Andy possessed. With flashing lights and
moveable parts, Buzz would take control of all situations with his
commanding and self-assured presence. Plus, Buzz could shout, “To
infinity and beyond”. Andy didn’t know where that was, but it
sounded exciting and he was soon to find out. Buzz brought Andy new
beginnings, new adventures and opportunities of excitement and
fun.
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But what about poor Woody? He had always been there for Andy,
through thick and thin, but now he wasn’t wanted, needed or desired
anymore. His skills and attributes had become out-of-date, by just
doing the same things he had become the ‘same old, same old’
Woody — he had become a routine in Andy’s life.
By now Andy loved his new partner Buzz and they started out on new
adventures; they went into space and of course, to infinity and
beyond! Buzz could do anything and take Andy and his imagination
anywhere they wanted to go.
Woody was reduced to just another toy in the playroom along with
all the other toys. Then, as Andy became older, there was a real threat
that they would all become redundant and disregarded. Packed off in
boxes to charity shops or worse still to the dump! Something which
they all worried about.
The truth is that, unfortunately, Woody hadn’t ‘Future Proofed’
himself. He hadn’t seen the day coming when his attributes and skills
could become out-of-date. Woody’s thinking, the way he
communicated, the way he functioned and the way he worked had
not moved with the times. He had become stale. He hadn’t looked
after himself — he was no longer needed and was of no value to
Andy.
So, the serious point to this story is, “Are we all being pro-active and
‘Future Proofing Ourselves’?”
Looking forwards, we will all probably have to keep working until we
are older than our parent’s generation, given the increased
competition for our services, the squeeze on pensions and the happy
prospect of increased life expectancy. So, there will still be time after
retirement for cruises around the world and our own new
adventures… but we will need to pay for it!
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So how can we continue to represent an attractive proposition and a
good investment for our clients and our employers?
We might have a wealth of experience and knowledge, but is it the
right experience and knowledge our client’s futures? Will people still
want us around their businesses?
So, come on, let’s all be Buzz Lightyears! Full of Buzz, let’s inspire our
own imagination and the imaginations of others… create new
beginnings, take our clients on new adventures ‘To Infinity and
Beyond’… let’s all go and Future Proof Ourselves with new skills and
thinking.
Remember: if you don’t look after yourself, who’s going to do it for
you?
We wouldn’t want to all end up like Woody, would we?
Thank you – Have fun and enjoy the journey.
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Dad’s story
Have you ever seen your Dad cry?
Have you ever seen your dad cry? Unfortunately, yes, I once did, and
it had a huge impact upon my life.
I was sixteen and I was in the process of leaving school after
completing my final GCSE exams. Arriving home from school one
afternoon, I realised that my dad’s car was parked in the driveway.
This was strange, as he normally didn’t arrive home from work until
at least 6.30 pm. I went inside and my dad was sat in his chair, crying
Something was very wrong; my dad was my rock – he never cried. I
asked what was wrong?
He replied: “They don’t need me anymore.” “What do you mean?”, I
asked. “They don’t need me anymore…they’ve made me redundant.”
My dad was a very clever man and had worked as a scientist in the
specialist metals industry since his apprenticeship almost 35 years
ago. However, his position had become out-of-date and he never
noticed the situation coming. Unfortunately, his skill set wasn’t easily
transferrable in such a specialist industry.
Straight after leaving school, I joined a large insurance company. It
was like swapping one institution for another. I noticed that a lot
people had been there for years and years, doing the same job, day
in and day out. I could see what would happen to them, and in a few
years, it did – the business relocated with wholescale redundancies.
Many of the people I worked with ended up in a similar situation to
my father, as they sought alternative employment with limited
transferable skills.
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Fortunately, with my dad’s story very much in my mind, I had already
left the insurance company by then, but I vowed that I would never
let myself sleepwalk into the same predicament.
It took me several attempts to find the right job, and it wasn’t until I
turned 29 that I started working in business and skills training for
motor and finance companies.
I soon realised that I was the only one who could look after my selfdevelopment, that only I could be responsible for my selfmanagement, my future learning and my career development.
So, my question to everyone is: “What are you doing to manage your
self-development?”
Will you look after you and invest in you? Please don’t leave it to
chance — constantly reflect, learn, and develop your skillset, your
experiences and your knowledge.
Only you can manage how to Future Proof Yourself.
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Future Proofing Yourself
What is it?
We are all individual commercial entities. We sell our knowledge,
skills, ideas, time, expertise and wisdom to our employers in return
for a salary and various other benefits.
We give up our personal time and sometimes put our general health
and well-being to the test by working long hours in pressurised
environments, trying to achieve corporate results.
However, all successful companies constantly develop new ideas,
products and services for their customers. They employ people with
the right skill sets and attributes to suit their objectives and to invest
in new technologies and skills. They diversify before the market
changes, remaining one step ahead (or if they are really good, two
steps ahead) of the game with strategic thinking and excellent
planning.
As individuals, do we do the same? Do we look after ourselves? Are
our skills, experience, knowledge and thinking up-to-date? Do we sit
back and analyse what our employers might demand in the future
from us? Do we consider how the skills market is changing and what
might be needed in the next 5 to 10 years?
Do we treat our employers and managers as customers and consider
what do they need from us, now and in the future as their markets
change?
Are we looking after ourselves, so that we are fit and strong enough
to still be of value to our employers in the future and, in return,
making ourselves employable for the rest of our careers?
If we don’t look after ourselves, who is going to do it for us?
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Welcome to Future Proofing Yourself

Who is this book for?
This book is for everyone. We are all going to feel vulnerable, in one
way or another, at some time during our working careers. We might
worry about the future of our company and our roles within them, or
we might feel out of our depth and lacking in confidence. All these
fears can now be managed — although everything might not always
go the way we want, we can take control of our reaction to situations
and make the right choices for us.
It is all about choices. However, we must make sure we put ourselves
in the right position to manage those choices.
Ask yourself:


If you are starting out in the big wide world or if you have
been in the working environment for a few years: “What are
your plans and aspirations?“



If you have settled into your career and it is going well: “How
are you going to keep on track…what’s your plan?”



If you encounter an unexpected nasty surprise or can foresee
one on the horizon: “How will you bounce back… what’s your
plan?”

After all, if you don’t look after yourself, who is going to do it for you?
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Challenging and Uncomfortable
Future Proofing Yourself can be challenging and feel uncomfortable.
However, now is not the time to put your head in the sand and hope
it will all go away. Now is not the time to rely upon winning the lottery.
This is a real issue.
There is no magic formula to Future Proofing Yourself – it is called
self-management and professionalism.
Take somebody like Roger Federer, a tennis legend. He is a great
professional who knows why he is so good so he can constantly
perform to the best of his abilities. He gets paid lots of money so he
should be professional and know what he is good at, shouldn’t he?
Well, we all think we are professional, so shouldn’t we know what we
are good at…shouldn’t we be able to promote ourselves and
constantly perform to the best of our abilities?
We will all have to operate outside of our comfort zone from time to
time, to become involved in challenging and uncomfortable
discussions which will require us to remain calm under pressure. We
will need to learn new skills along the way which will not be natural
to us and we will often feel out of our depth.
Future Proofing Yourself should be fun and involve new experiences,
new people to talk with, new learning opportunities. It will help to
develop your confidence, help you to achieve the right balance in life,
help you to create new ways of thinking.
We may see people progressing quicker than us. Accept it all,
embrace the challenge.
And above all help yourself to enjoy and feel valued and fulfilled in
your journey.
Are you ready?
12
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Your Working World
Let’s take time to consider your working world and your long-term
ambitions. What do you want to do and where do you want to go with
it? Naturally, many of us will say ‘Retire please’, but that’s not often a
realistic option.


Do we want to remain where we are, doing what we are
currently doing — if so, do we have the right skill set and how
might the market be changing?



Do we want to progress in the role, develop in the business
and move up a level — if so, what’s our plan and how do we
position ourselves? Plus, do we have the right skills and
abilities?



Do we want to change and do something completely
different — if so, what? Do we want to retrain or just take our
current skills and abilities and apply them elsewhere?



Is going part-time or dropping down a level a possibility?

Do you have other things in life that you would like to do rather than
just work? Ask yourself, realistically and financially, whether you are
able to spend less time at work to do other purposeful, meaningful
things in your life?

Celebrities and Sportspeople
We often hear stories of sportspeople who, as they approach the end
of their careers, struggle with the fact they are no longer number one
or the first choice on the team sheet. They miss the adulation, the
crowds, the excitement, and the buzz of competition. The transition
to normal life can be very challenging.
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Actors also frequently struggle as they become of a mature age, with
fewer roles on offer. Their past experiences and successes often count
for nothing as they seek new parts in plays and films. Their agent
stops phoning them. It can be a frustrating time.
Some are better than others in finding new ventures and careers, be
it coaching/media within their sporting/acting world or something in
a completely different industry altogether. Or they could just settle
for a part on a reality television programme, often to the amusement
of the general public!
Could you potentially suffer the same fate? Are your skills up-to-date?
Do businesses value your knowledge, skills, ways of thinking and
experiences? Do you, like the sports personalities and actors need to
think about your future and focus upon how you can Future Proof
Yourself?

Go and Reflect
Spend time talking to people you know. Sit down, reflect with a
notebook and jot down all your ideas and thoughts. Then look back
and reflect upon what you have written.
Who can you talk to?


Go to Trade Shows; identify what type of work is out there.



Talk to business contacts; go and visit their places of work.



If you deal with customers, spend some more time
understanding their business.

If you work in a large organisation:
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